Abstract-The hRRT algorithms based on heuristics can solve many path planning problems, but its efficiency can still be improved. We deeply analyze the details of hRRT, and enhance it by using bi-directional tree and adopting kd-tree as secondary data structure to select nearest neighbors. At last, the improved hRRT is used for lift path planning for telescopic crane, and the efficiency of the improved hRRT is verified. The result of the experiment shows that the enhanced hRRT can dramatically shorten the plan time without reducing the quality of path.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many path planning methods are proposed in the field of robotics, such as Grid Method, Roadmap Method, and Artificial Potential fields Functions. However, these deterministic algorithms can not cope with the "exponential explosion" problem, and they can only find the exact solution in low-dimensional space or under special conditions. To this end, some approaches based-sampling are proposed, such as Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) [1] , Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [2] . Unlike PRM, RRT does not require the preprocessing of building roadmap, but follows the state equations of control theory and generate new states increasingly under the controlling amount until reaching the target. Besides, RRT has been used to solve the problems that other deterministic planning methods fails to solve, especially in high dimensional space. RRT has been widespread concern since it was proposed. So far there are numerous extensions and variants of RRT. For example some researchers presented goal biased RRT [3] , bidirectional RRT (shortened Bi-RRT) [4] - [6] . But the above and basic RRTs can not effectively control the path quality. Urmson Simmons put forward a RRT algorithm based-on heuristic searching (h-RRT) [7] , which is to inspire the spanning tree with growing to the blank area which can produce optimal path. The evaluation function of path cost is establishment based on the size of Voronoi region. Sampling the space points based on path cost can choose the high-quality nodes to be extended, and optimize the final path. However, the planning time increases because it need make several attempts to get a good node and it is difficult to grow a node nearby the goal, especially in high dimension space.
In this paper, the performance of hRRT is improved by taking some strategies. The improvements are mainly the following two points: 1) changing the original algorithm to bi-direction extending; 2) using kd-tree as the secondary data structure to improve the efficiency of selecting node. Finally, we apply the improved hRRT, called BihRRT, to solve the lift path planning problem of a telescopic crane.
II. THE BASIC HRRT ALGORITHM
The hRRT is an improved RRT, which uses heuristic cost function to guide the expanded tree's growth. It takes the initial node as the root, and selects new nodes by random sampling to generate an expanded tree. When the leaf node of the random tree contains the target node or the tree enters the target area, the path is founded. The basic hRRT algorithm pseudo code is as follows:
Firstly, function RANDOM_STATE( ) select a sampling point x rand from the CS, which can by using biased sampling strategy to guide the expanded tree growing to target area. Secondly, function NEAREST_NEIGHBOR (x rand , T) select a node (x near ) nearest to x rand from the random tree T, and evaluate the quality of the node using cost function and select the node to a certain probability. Finally, function NEW_STATE (T, x rand , x near ) choose the best input u from x rand to x near and generate a new node. If this new node meets all the constraints, then join the expanded tree to complete an expansion. Repeat the above process until obtain a spanning tree containing the request path.
III. IMPROVED HRRT ALGORITHM

A. Bi-Directional Extension
In general, hRRT grows in a single RRT. It works well for state spaces of low dimension, but it drawbacks emerges when it faces the path planning problem with high dimension. 1) hRRT tends to slowly explore in the unknown regions because it grows a single tree from initial configuration; 2) in high dimensions it becomes more difficult to randomly wander upon a state is close enough to the goal state for each of the state space variables. So in this paper we borrow the idea of bidirectional RRT [4] , [6] . The two trees alternately extend from the initial and the goal states and get a path when the two trees encounter. The difference from the basic bidirectional RRT is that in our method one tree select the node of the other tree as sample in certain probability when it choose state. Thus, it improves the probability for the two trees encountering. The procedural framework is shown below: 
B. Use of Kd-Tree Data Structure
The difference with the basic hRRT is that: in the proposed RRT algorithm, one tree directly selects certain node of the other tree as sample and makes the nearest node as the growing node. It does not need to repeatedly sample and compute the quality assessing function of the nearest node. Thus, it improves the probability of the two trees enouncing and shortens the computing time. In addition, much time is spent in choosing node. The more nodes are in trees, the more time need to select good node. In this paper, we adopt kd-tree to organize the nodes in order to improve the efficiency. The pseudo code of node selecting is shown below:
cost-T.opt_cost)/(T.max_cost-T.opt_cos t) m quality min(m quality , T.prob_floor); rRANDOM_VALUE();
} while(r> m quality ); } return {x target , x near }; }
IV. CASE STUDY
A. Lifting Task
This case is a petrochemical refinery construction of an actual lifting project: the work environment is shown as Fig.  1 (a) and (b) . The electric desalting tank lifted is 27m long, 3.8m wide, and 34 tons weight. At the beginning lifting, the equipment (electric desalting tank) lifted is placed at (-26.0, 0.0, -36.0), the angle between the centerline of equipment lifted and the X axis is 0.87 radian, our task is to choose a telescopic crane and transport the equipment lifted using it from the starting position to the installation position (-42.7, 18.4, -38.8) with the angle of the equipment centerline and X axis 2 /  radian, as shown in Fig. 3 . It is noted that the coordinates is the coordinates of the center of equipment.
B. Crane Selection
In this case, we choose a telescopic crane according to the length, diameter, weight parameters of the lifted equipment and the work environment. The crane selected is Liebherr LTM1500, and the parameters of the crane selected are shown in Table I . The configuration of telescopic crane is shown in Fig. 2 , it has three basic freedoms, i.e., lifting movement, turntable slewing, arm luffing, and rope hoisting. In addition, considering collisions in the process of lifting, the motion of hook rotating is also required. All actions are shown in Fig. 2 . 
C. Planning Path Using BihRRT
In the case, h-RRT algorithm is applied to plan an optimal lifting path without collisions.
Defining state space: That h-RRT algorithm planning path is in the state of space, so we first define the state space. Distance Metric between two states: In this case, the length of the path is defined as Euclidean path length, which is the sum of the Euclidean distances between consecutive positions in the solution trajectory. So we define the distance metric between two states as the length of equipment trajectory generated by crane's input applied, as equation 1.
where, 1 r is the working radius of the telescopic crane, 2 r is the length of the crane's boomarm, and wgt L is the length of the equipment lifted.
So the entire length of path is defined as
where n is the number of the nodes in the path.
Applying control:
The RRT Algorithm extends the tree by the input steer, so we firstly define the control inputs of the crane as equation 2. Each component represents the slewing, luffing, rotating of hook and lifting of crane, respectively.
Assuming t  equals to 0.01s and we define a set of inputs for the crane as following: Finally, the crane will do action corresponding to the input set, and complete the lifting task.
In this path planning, the experiment is performed on a PC of 2.0GHz Core2 processor, 2G of Memory, Windows XP operating system; C++ language programming; the probability of randomly selecting the goal node is set 0.05;using PQP to do collision detection.
D. Experiment Result and Analysis
The procedure of the crane lifting path planning runs 100 times, the number of iterations in each run process is 10000 times, and the mean value of the parameter of the algorithm performance is shown as Table II . From the table, we can see that: the basic hRRT attains the path with the probability of 64%, while the BihRRT dramatically shorten the computing time without reducing the quality of the path. The paths worked out by the basic hRRT using kd-tree and the enhanced hRRT are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that, the path produced by the enhanced hRRT is better than the basic one as well. In order to improve the efficiency of the basic hRRT path planning algorithm, this paper improves the basic hRRT by using two optimization strategies: Bi-directional extension and use of kd-tree data structure. Based on the improved hRRT, called BihRRT, a lift path planning approach for telescopic crane is proposed, in which state space, metric measure between two states, control inputs are presented. The case simulation illustrates that the proposed approach can dramatically shorten the planning time compared with the basic hRRT, without reducing the quality of path.
Next, the more complex working conditions can be taken into considering and trying to applying this method in the cooperative lifting of two cranes.
